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- switching strategies in shuffle-exchange packet-switched networks. Kumar, Manoj, +, T-C Feb 85 180–186

Parallel memories


Parallel processing

- analysis of pairing-wise pivoting in Gaussian elimination. Sorensen, Danny C., T-C Mar 85 374–278
- architectures and problem-solving strategies for consistent labeling problem. McCall, Jeanette Tyler, +, T-C Nov 85 973–980
- automatic restructuring of nonprogrammed procedures for parallel processors; experiments using Parafrase. Lee, Gyungho, +, T-C Oct 85 927–933
- effective bandwidth of interleaved memories in vector processor systems. Oed, Willfried, +, T-C Oct 85 949–957
- generalized dictionary machine for VLSI. Atallah, Mikhail J., +, T-C Feb 85 151–155
- optimal instruction-scheduling model for class of vector processors. Arya, Siamak, T-C Nov 85 981–995

Pattern recognition

- symmetry-detection algorithm for enumerating all axes of symmetry of planar figure. Atallah, Mikhail J., T-C Jul 85 663–666

Petasymmetry algorithms

- insertion networks and their control algorithms. Davis, Nathaniel J., IV, +, T-C Jun 85 565–570
- rearrangeability of 2(log N) – 1 stage permutation networks. le, Kyungsook Yoon, T-C May 85 412–425

Polynomials

- polynomial division on systolic arrays. Zak, Stanislaw H., +, T-C Jun 85 577–578

Privacy

- combinatorial approach to multiple-contact faults coverage in programmable logic arrays. Rajski, Janusz, +, T-C Jun 85 549–553
- symmetric minimal covering problem and minimal PLAs with symmetric variables. Young, Ming Hsueh, +, T-C Jun 85 523–541

Protocols

- connection-oriented versus connectionless protocols; performance study. Meister, Bernd Werner, +, T-C Dec 85 1164–1173
- test procedure optimization for layered protocol implementations. Kowalski, Tsukasa, +, T-C Jan 85 94–97
- trace specification of communications protocols. Hoffman, Daniel, T-C Dec 85 1102–1113

Pseudonoise processes

- decrypting class of stream ciphers using ciphertext only. Sigeienthaler, T., T-C Jan 85 81–85

† Check author entry for subsequent corrections/comments
Queuing analysis
process scheduling in computer system Rosberg, Zvi, T-C Jul 85 633-645

Radix conversion
nonbinary arithmetic AN codes using odd radix expression. Shimada, Ryosaku, + , T-C Nov 85 1050-1056

Random-access memories
detecting functional faults in semiconductor random-access memories. Papachristou, Christos A., + , T-C Feb 85 110-116
test pattern generation for API faults in RAM. Saluja, Kewal K., + , T-C Mar 85 284-287

Random number generation
test for uniform random number generation. Marsaglia, George, T-C Aug 85 756-758

Rational arithmetic
finite-precision rational arithmetic; slash number systems. Matula, David W., + , T-C Jan 85 3-18

Redundant systems
comments on 'The reliability of periodically repaired n - 1/n parallel redundant systems' by R. G. Cantarella. Wessely, John H., T-C Nov 85 1068 (Original paper, Jun 83 597-598)

Reed – Solomon coding
VLSI design of pipeline Reed – Solomon decoder. Shao, Howard M., + , T-C May 85 393-403

Reliability; cf. Computer fault tolerance; Redundant systems
Residue arithmetic
radius4 FFT using complex residue arithmetic. Taylor, F. J., + , T-C Jun 85 573-576

Residue coding
efficient implementations of Chinese remainder theorem for sign detection and residue decoding. Van Vu, Thu, T-C Jul 85 646-651

Routing; cf. Communication switching
Scheduling
process scheduling in computer system. Rosberg, Zvi, T-C Jul 85 633-645

Semiconductor memories
detecting functional faults in semiconductor random-access memories. Papachristou, Christos A., + , T-C Feb 85 110-116

Software; cf. Computer graphics software; Microcomputer software
Software fault tolerance
comments on 'self-stabilizing programs: The fault-tolerant capability of self-checking programs' by A. Mili. Best, E., + , T-C Jan 85 97-98

Software operating systems
decentralized control of job scheduling using Bayesian decision theory. Stankovic, John A., T-C Feb 85 117-130

Software testing
test procedure optimization for layered protocol implementations. Kawoaka, Tsukasa, + , T-C Jan 85 94-97

Software verification
verification of register transfer level parallel control sequences. Pitchumani, Vijay, + , T-C Aug 85 761-765

Sorting/merging
adaptive method for unknown distributions in distributive partitioned sorting. Janus, Philip J., + , T-C Apr 85 367-372

bucket sort algorithm for bubble memory secondary storage. Lindstrom, Eugene E., + , T-C Mar 85 218-233
disk sorting without merging strings. McCulloch, C. M., T-C Apr 85 387-391
distributed sorting; algorithms and complexity. Rotem, Doron, + , T-C Apr 85 375-376
electronic data sorting fundamentals. Demuth, Howard B., T-C Apr 85 296-310

I/O performance of multiway mergesort and tag sort. Kwan, Sai Choi, + , T-C Apr 85 383-387

lower bounds for sorting with realistic instruction sets. Dittert, Eric, + , T-C Apr 85 311-317

measures of presortedness and optimal sorting algorithms. Mannila, Heikki, T-C Apr 85 318-325

minimum-area VLSI network for O(log n) time sorting. Bilardi, Gianfranco, + , T-C Apr 85 336-343

minimum-storage sorting networks. Siegel, Alan R., T-C Apr 85 355-361

optimal distributed algorithms for sorting and ranking. Zaks, Shmuel, T-C Apr 85 376-379

+ Check author entry for coauthors

parallel sorting with serial memories. Owens, Robert Michael, + , T-C Apr 85 379-383

Quicksort for equal keys. Wegner, Lutz M., T-C Apr 85 362-367

shuffle-exchange network for robust sorting. Rudolph, Larry, T-C Apr 85 326-335

sorting (special issue). T-C Apr 85 293-391

systolic sorting on mesh-connected network. Lang, Hans-Werner, + , T-C Jul 85 652-658
tight bounds on the complexity of parallel sorting. Leighton, Tom, T-C Apr 85 344-354

Source coding; cf. Cryptography
Special issues/sections
distributed computing. T-C Dec 85 1069-1193

parallel processing. T-C Oct 85 873-972

testing. T-C Apr 85 293-391

Square-rooting
square-rooting algorithms for high-speed digital circuits. Majerksi, Stanislaw, T-C Aug 85 724-733

State estimation
code estimation equations and parallel architectures for Kalman – Bucy filtering. Graham, James H., + , T-C Nov 85 1061-1068

Stochastic processes; cf. Pseudonoise processes
Store-and-forward switching; cf. Message switching; Packet switching
Supercomputers
effective bandwidth of interleaved memories in vector processor systems. Oed, Wilfried, + , T-C Oct 85 949-957

fat-tree, universal routing networks for hardware-efficient supercomputing. Leiserson, Charles E., T-C Oct 85 892-901

Switching functions
symmetric minimal covering problem and minimal PLAs with symmetric variables. Young, Mung Huei, + , T-C Jun 85 523-541

Switching functions; cf. Logic functions
Switching systems; cf. Communication switching
Synchronization
ensuring fault tolerance of phase-locked clocks. Krishna, C. M., + , T-C Aug 85 752-756

synchronizing large VLSI processor arrays. Fisher, Allan L., + , T-C Aug 85 734-740

Systolic arrays
design of optimal systolic arrays. Li, Guo-Jie, + , T-C Jan 85 66-77
dictionary machines for different models of VLSI. Schmeck, Harmut, + , T-C Sep 85 472-475

efficient unsorted VLSI dictionary machine. Somani, Arun K., + , T-C Sep 85 841-852
eMBEDding tree structures in systolic arrays to solve UNION – FIND problem. Ashtrapure, Sunil, + , T-C May 85 483-484

polynomial division on systolic arrays. Zak, Stanislaw H., + , T-C Jun 85 577-578

semisystolic array implementation of circular, skew circular, and linear convolutions. Ersoy, Okan, T-C Feb 85 190-196

systolic sort on mesh-connected network. Lang, Hans-Werner, + , T-C Jul 85 652-658

VLSI design of pipeline Reed – Solomon decoder. Shao, Howard M., + , T-C May 85 393-403

wafer-scale integration of systolic arrays. Leighton, Tom, + , T-C May 85 448-461

T
tenet/video broadcast
teletext: Video broadcast in videodex systems; performance analysis. Wong, I. W., + , T-C Sep 85 863-866

Testing; cf. Digital system testing; Integrated-circuit testing; Logic circuit testing; Memory testing; Software testing
Transforms; cf. Discrete Fourier transforms
Trees
complete binary spanning trees of eight nearest neighbor array. Chugtai, M. Ashraf, T-C Jun 85 547-549

embedding tree structures in systolic arrays to solve UNION – FIND problem. Ashtrapure, Sunil, + , T-C May 85 483-484

maximally parallel balancing algorithm for obtaining complete balanced binary trees. Moitra, Abha, + , T-C Jun 85 563-565

V

Very large-scale integration
dictionary machines for different models of VLSI. Schmeck, Harmut, + , T-C May 85 472-475

efficient unsorted VLSI dictionary machine. Somani, Arun K., + , T-C Sep 85 841-852
generalized dictionary machine for VLSI. Atallah, Mikhail J., + , T-C Feb 85 151-155

Wafer-scale integration
wafer-scale integration of systolic arrays. Leighton, Tom, + , T-C May 85 448-461

† Check author entry for subsequent corrections/comments